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Improve your productivity while 
increasing your product quality

Coated abrasives consist of three 
components: backing (PES, cotton, 
paper…), adhesive bond (resins and 
additives), and abrasive grains. The 
abrasive grains are applied to the backing 
and anchored by bonding adhesives in a 
continuous process. 

Our combined electrical infrared and air drying system e-UniDryer® is 
integrated in your machine to allow a faster and more important evaporation 
of water, just before the maker and sizer festoon ovens.  

The power of the electrical modules and the speed of the machine are 
adjustable according to your needs. Our pilot dryers are available to 
perform any validation test and dimensioning on line. 

Why choose 
Bekaert?

The expert in infrared and air 
drying equipment

Thanks to our wide range of standard 
and customized infrared/ air drying 

solutions., Bekaert can offer products 
of the highest quality and perfomance. 

Global presence 

We are always near. With production 
facilities at strategic locations accross 

the globe, we operate in over 120 
countries. This means the products 

and service we offer to you are 
consistent, worldwide. 

Customer satisfaction 

To keep meeting the market’s needs, 
we are continuously gauging for your 

opinion about our products and 
services. Through benchmarks in 

terms of  quality, energy efficiency 
and lifetime, we can further improve 

our systems for the benefit of 
your process.



Integration of our system in your line
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How does Bekaert Solaronics technology optimizes your process? 
- Higher quality

During the evaporation of water contained in the resin, air bubbles can be formed, leading to adhesive problems to the 
backing. Thanks to the prior temperature rise obtained with our infrared heating systems, the viscosity is less decreasing, 
the resin doesn’t have the time to crosslink and the bubbling is significantly reduced or avoided. Moreover, a higher viscosity 
reduces the resin’s flow in the festoon oven, and therefore increases the quality of the product. 

- Improved productivity

Our systems are not just highly efficient but are also very compact compared to hot air tunnels. You can boost the speed of 
your line and improve your product quality without increasing your footprint.

- Energy savings

A heat recovery system can be connected to the festoon oven to recirculate the hot air (coming from the e-UniDryer) and 
improve even more the efficiency. Also, energy savings fans are directly installed on the system hood. 
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